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'I'm enjoying work and life': Underbelly
star Vince Colosimo speaks out after
pleading guilty to driving without a
licence under the in luence of ice...
and admits shooting his latest ilm was
a 'distraction' from the legal drama
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Vince Colosimo has spoken out for the irst time since he was convicted and ined
for driving with a suspended licence and under the in luence of ice in 2017.
The 51-year-old Underbelly star told The Courier Mail on Wednesday that he is
'enjoying work and life'.
Vince said that he found shooting his latest ilm The Second a 'distraction' from
everything that was going on in his personal life last year.
Scroll down for video
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Bachelor In Paradise's
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Ceremony outfit... after
being disappointed her
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'I'm enjoying work and life': Vince Colosimo has spoken out for the irst time since he was
convicted and ined for driving with a suspended licence and under the in luence of ice in 2017

'It was great to have that distraction and just come out here and do what I like doing,'
Vince said, having shot The Second in Dalby, Queensland last June.
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'We don't know what to
do anymore':
Underbelly star Vince...

'Everyone is extremely
worried': Fresh fears for
Underbelly...

He added: 'We were pretty much living it, going back to a little motel at night and
starting again in the morning.
'We drank there, we slept there, we partied there, we had long conversations there
and we did a little bit of acting.'

'There were a couple
of sleepovers!' Bachelor
In Paradise's Jarrod
Woodgate reveals he
and Keira Maguire 'got
to know each other
without anyone else
around'
Breaking the rules!
Tziporah Malkah
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Making headlines: In November, Vince had been convicted and ined for driving through
Melbourne's CBD while suspended and under the in luence of the illegal drug ice. Pictured at
court in Melbourne on November 3rd

In November, Vince had been convicted and ined for driving through Melbourne's
CBD while suspended and under the in luence of the illegal drug ice.
He pleaded guilty in Melbourne Magistrates' Court after being charged with driving
on a suspended licence with the drug in his system, when stopped and tested on
March 5th 2017.
He said nothing in court, except to acknowledge that he understood the penalty.
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despite the backlash
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Courteney Cox, 53,
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PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Mel B, 42, goes topless
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Copping it: He said nothing in court, except to acknowledge that he understood the penalty

Magistrate David Starvaggi convicted and ined him $3,500. He also cancelled his
licence for ive months.
It was the third time that Vince had been caught driving on a suspended license, The
Age previously reported.
The magistrate said that even a child in kindergarten could understand the issue of
driving under the in luence.
'You're building a nice little history for yourself here,' he said. 'You're risking a jail
term... if you're back here for a fourth time it won't be pretty.'
Vince had to pay some court costs, as well as the ine and ive-month license
suspension.

Vince Colosimo fronts court over driving offence
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Caught again: It was the third time that Vince had been caught driving on a suspended license,
The Age previously reported
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in sizzling photo shoot
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summer dress
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Miami beach
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Missing Lisa?
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Michael Turnbull drinks
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champagne alone
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Thor
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star Luke McLeod, 33,
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night'... after couple left
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displays hourglass
shape in figurehugging
swimsuit as she soaks
up sun in Spain
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wedding! Emily Simms
hits the gym in skintight
leggings ahead of
nuptials to fiance Pierre
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Ireland Baldwin is
smoking hot in sexy
lingerie as she takes
part in marijuana
themed photo shoot

Demi Lovato posts
busty Instagram snap...
days after sharing pert
posterior pics from
Coachella

Kim Kardashian throws
early 39th birthday party
for older sister Kourtney

Rita Ora accentuates
her curves in a striped
highleg swimsuit as
she leaves Coachella
for glamorous Nice
getaway
'Thoughts are with this
incredible woman!'
Michael Turnbull
showers Lisa Hyde with
praise... after she
rejected him on
Bachelor In Paradise
Adwoa Aboah exhibits
serious underboob in a
bright lime green bikini
during idyllic Maldives
getaway

Kimberley Garner
shows off her curves in
skimpy bralet and tiny
shorts as she parties at
Coachella

Chloe Ferry flaunts her
hourglass curves in
skimpy swimwear...
after denying pregnancy
rumours
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Geordie Shore's cast
pose for sizzling
swimwear photo shoot
ahead of highly
anticipated series Down
Under

'Thanks but no
thanks!' Bachelor In
Paradise's Michael
Turnbull declines an
offer to appear on MAFS
sixth season... after
revealing he wants to be
the next Bachelor
Kerry Katona flaunts
her busty assets in
'sexy and empowering'
lingerie snap after two
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It's getting hot in here!
Married At First Sight's
Nasser Sultan enjoys a
postbeach shower after
soaking up the sun in a
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smugglers
#CoconutOil
Charlotte Crosby
shares peachy picture
of her bottom in a thong
bikini as she takes a dip
in the Maldives

Justin Theroux flaunts
his biceps as he enjoys
coffee date with pretty
brunette in New York

Sarah Jessica Parker
looks effortlessly chic
as she lugs three bags
through JFK airport in
heels

Jeremy Renner alters
child support agreement
with ex to put aside
more money for
daughter Ava, five

Amy Schumer joins
costar Busy Philipps
for I Feel Pretty press
day in New York

Kate Hudson smiles as
'Papa' Steven Tyler
gives her baby bump
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Instagram snap

Amy Schumer in talks
to play female boxing
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Pixar gives sneak peek
at new short film Bao
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Chinese dumpling
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after revealing new TV
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airport

Paula Patton steps out
for first time with new
boyfriend... as it
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married'

Dua Lipa rocks stripes
for Teen Vogue... as
singer reveals she
'doesn't hold back' in
her songs

TOWIE's Gemma Collins
sets pulses racing in
sultry leopard print
swimsuit... after
revealing she wants to

start a family
with James 'Arg' Argent

Elsa Hosk kicks legs
over head atop of red
Ferrari as she flashes
abs during topsyturvy
photo shoot
Sara Cox unveils plan
to help 'lonely' farmers
in their quest to find
romance as she gears
up for debut of her rural
dating show Love In The
Countryside
Ant McPartlin's
estranged wife Lisa
Armstrong reveals she
saw Dale Winton one
WEEK before his death
aged 62

Davina McCall leads
celebrity tributes to
'generous soul' Dale
Winton on Twitter
following the shocking
news of his death aged
62
Emma Stone and
Jonah Hill reunite 11
years after Superbad for
trippy dark comedy
Maniac

Ellie Goulding and
Natalie Imbruglia put on
ravishing displays at
starstudded V&A
exhibition party

Boho beauty! Lady
Amelia Windsor
embraces the warmer
weather in a sweeping
floral dress at the V&A's
starstudded fashion
exhibition
'A sensitive, generous
soul with a touch of
naughty': TV legend
Dale Winton dies aged
62: National Lottery and
Supermarket Sweep
host passes away at
home
Dakota Fanning looks
effortlessly chic in over
sized grey blazer and
bell bottom jeans at LAX

Stephanie Pratt cuts a
chic figure in
embellished leather
jacket as she walks her
dog around Chelsea

Millie Macintosh cosies
up to fiance Hugo Taylor
as exhusband
Professor Green 'splits
with model girlfriend'

EXCLUSIVE: 'It's a
whole new chapter':
Stephanie March talks
'wonderful' married life
with husband Dan
Benton and 'nerding
out' with Star Wars
theme ceremony
EXCLUSIVE: 'People
compare me to
Benjamin Button':
Ramona Singer, 61,
talks reverse aging as
she unveils skincare
range

Today's headlines
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From teenage tragedy to TV giant: Dale
Winton who died yesterday aged 62 lost
both his parents early in life...
Wealthy suburb of London stockbroker belt is
under siege from a new breed of spree
burglars who carry out...
Blood pressure is being measured all
wrong: Device worn for 24 hours is 50%
more accurate and could save...
Delta plane bound for London carrying 274
passengers makes emergency landing at
Atlanta airport after smoke...
Theresa May's new plastic crusade: Prime
Minister in dramatic pledge to ban ALL
plastic cotton buds, straws...
How would you feel if your husband's best
friend was a woman? A wife of 21 years
shares her experience
RICHARD KAY: The touching rituals that
reveal just how much the Queen loved her
corgis...they're buried at...
Meghan perfects the art of 'shrobing': Royal
bridetobe adopts the jacketdraping style
loved by...
'It's time to man up, Harry!' Meghan
Markle's sister blasts the prince for
'allowing Meg to ignore' her...
Meghan’s more confident than ever: Body
language expert reveals how the former
actress has gone from ‘just...
Bridetobe Princess Eugenie flashes her
legs in a VERY daring floral dress as she
makes the most of the...
Meghan means business! Harry introduces
his bridetobe (in pinstripes and killer heels)
to Commonwealth...
Teenager admits killing dementia nurse,
47, by splashing acid on her from head to
toe as she sat on a bench...
Albanian woman who used fake Greek ID to
get a £72,000 kidney transplant on the NHS
is jailed for 14 months
Revealed: The things you should REALLY
be worried about! Most of us fear car
crashes and terrorism  but...
Do you recognize this woman? She is the
face of everything from bottled water to teeth
whitening kits – but...
Peers inflict SECOND crushing defeat on
government's Brexit Bill to protect rights
of EU citizens after UK...
Radiating grandeur, Lord Patten of Barnes
milked his adoring audience as the unelected
House threw what it...
'A sensitive, generous soul with a touch of
naughty': TV legend Dale Winton dies
aged 62: National Lottery...
Davina McCall leads celebrity tributes to
'generous soul' Dale Winton on Twitter
following the shocking news...

Dale Winton's TV gold: Best bits
from legendary presenter's shows
including Supermarket Sweep and
Pets Win...
Gogglebox star George Gilbey will face trial
on charges of battering his girlfriend and
smashing up her...
Boyfriend of woman, 24, who jumped to
her death a week after he threatened to
‘destroy’ her by sending her...
Schoolgirl, 16, 'left a note telling her
stepfather to ''rot in Hell'' then killed herself
weeks after...
Couple buy their first home for £235K at
the age of 23 without giving up nights out
and holidays (but they...
MAX HASTINGS just loves filling the
dishwasher and nipping to Tesco, but his
proud boasts have his wife...
Girl, five, dies after being pulled from the
sea at Dorset beauty spot Durdle Door
while woman who was with...
Iran vows to 'make or buy any weapons it
needs' as it puts on huge military display after
Israel warns it is...
Beanz Meanz Fines: Driver who left her
car 'blocking a gate' in a BAE car park
returned to find a tin of...
Businessman, 44, who was horrifically
scarred in a blaze at his fireworks shop that
killed a colleague and a...
Coroner is to investigate the death of
Lady Kathryn Vestey, 73, after post
mortem throws doubt on whether...
Playboy playmate who claims a yearlong
affair with Trump is free to tell her story after
National Enquirer...
Stormy Daniels may sue Trump for
defamation after he called sketch of man
who threatened her a 'total con...
EXCLUSIVE: Fingernail clippings and other
'key forensic evidence' in Natalie Wood's
mysterious death was...
Skin implant creates an artificial 'mole' if
people are at a high risk of breast or
prostate cancer,...
'They pulled her in and we started CPR': How
a retired nurse, ranch hand and firefighter
tried desperately...
Motheroftwo banking executive, 43, who
was sucked out of a Southwest jet at
32,500ft died from blunt...
EXCLUSIVE: Grieving family of Southwest
Airlines victim say they have not yet decided
whether to sue over...
Pictured: Hero exNavy pilot, 56, of
Southwest Airlines flight hugs
traumatized passengers on the plane...
Another Southwest Airlines jet is forced to
make emergency landing after bird strikes
engine  one day after...
Who is Southwest Airlines pilot Tammie
Jo Shults?
Investigators warn of 'catastrophic event'
from metal fatigue in jet engines as probe into
fatal Southwest...
The car Britons love the most is French:
Peugeot's 3008 is crowned the motor that
makes its owners the...
Millions hit by another interest rate rise on
student loans with some paying an eye
watering 6.3% from...
Schoolboy, 14, who was found
unconscious and bleeding on pavement
'after tripping and hitting his head' has...
Man who claims painkillers turned him GAY
says he will stay on the drugs because he
fears going back...
Richard Keys' former wife calls in police
over 'harassment' by presenter's SISTER
who accused her of lying...
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket blasts off from Cape
Canaveral carrying NASA's $337 MILLION
planethunting TESS...

If Kim Jong Un meeting isn't working 'I
will LEAVE' says Trump as he spells out
plan for nuclear weapons...
Great Ormond Street Hospital is forced to
apologise for giving children as young as
FIVE 'harmful and...
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